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Local photographer's exhibit depicts Experience of Addiction

NEWS | Keith Auerbach, PYRO Gallery

by Sara Havens

All photos by Keith Auerbach

The 25 black-and-white images hang sparsely along the plain white walls of PYRO Gallery. The display is kept simple, most
likely because its content addresses such an intensely emotional subject: addiction.

Photographer Keith Auerbach, who many might recall from his quirky photos featured in the early days of LEO Weekly, is the
artist behind the exhibit “Inside the Experience of Addiction: Photo Stories on Using, Abusing and Recovery,” now showing
at PYRO.

I n s i d e r  L o u i s v i l l e

As a practicing psychiatrist, Auerbach is familiar with the demons of addiction, and his background includes serving six
years on the Substance Abuse Treatment Committee of the Jefferson Alcohol and Drug Abuse Center.



The exhibit takes an empathetic look at addiction, exploring both the hopelessness and hopefulness many recovering
addicts experience. Each photo is paired with insightful, haiku-like titles, which render the image into a meaningful metaphor.
Some examples include: “I was living the dream and becoming the nightmare,” “Silence could be the most eloquent form of
lying,” and “My memory has many hiding places.”

“Black-and-white photography holds space for/represents reality, but it also transports us into the worlds of dreams, mystery
and meaning,” Auerbach tells Insider. “The visual and verbal simplicity make the concepts easily graspable and accessible.”

He says his goal is to provoke questions, curiosity and discussion, and while he believes those in recovery will respond
differently to the photos, he thinks it’s an important topic for everyone to explore.

“People in early recovery are looking for meaningful anchors of insight and wisdom to keep them on their path of sobriety,”
explains Auerbach. “People with a more mature recovery still value the affirmation and validation they experience in the
same pieces. That said, most people without any addiction problems find meaningful notions that apply to their emotional
lives as well.”
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e Experience of Addiction,” which opened last month, has received positive responses. Auerbach has set up a
t box at the end of the exhibit that encourages visitors to express their thoughts on the subject and also solicits
 captions for the photos.

very community is grateful that I am acknowledging the problem in such a direct, kind, empathic and hopeful way,
 find many of the pieces as direct assists to sobriety,” he says.



Auerbach shared some of the comments with Insider.

“Thank you for making something so brave. It took me decades to overcome the fallout of my father’s cocaine
addiction, and sometimes the memories still take my breath away. This exhibit was so honest, so cathartic. I
love you for making this.”

“I wish I had these images when I was first recovering because I could not concentrate well on what I was
reading, and you get straight to the point in an understandable way. I have done these things, thought these
thoughts and felt these feelings. You present my problem with an encouraging and hopeful frame.”

“Thank you. After several years of recovery … this still speaks to me.”

“Black-and-white photography is in itself a statement! I work in Family Court, so this exhibit is mindblowing. I
see the results of these situations every day, especially the effect on little children. Very strong exhibition.”

Karyn Hascal, president of The Healing Place, a local long-term recovery center, saw the exhibit prior to its opening and
agrees that it’s powerful in its representation of a person’s movement through the recovery process.

“Each image evokes emotion about some aspect of the illness,” she says. “I think it is very important to give people visual
images in contrast to words. Images give us a different way to relate to the ideas, they reach a different level of emotion. It’s
important to educate and inform folks through a variety of media.”

“Inside the Experience of Addiction” continues through June 27 at PYRO Gallery, 909 E. Market St.
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